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Quantification of dopant ions in polypyrrole films with
electrochemical ICP-atomic emission spectrometry and

comparison to electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance studies
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Abstract10

Quantification of electroinactive dopants in conductive polypyrrole (PPY) films was performed with electrochemistry
combined on-line with inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (EC/ICP-AES). Anion (HSO4

−) ejection
out of a PPY film was first chosen as a model system and the results obtained with EC/ICP-AES were found to be comparable
with values deduced by electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM). The EC/ICP-AES approach was then extended
to cases where EQCM findings become difficult to interpret (i.e. simultaneous insertion of Na+ into and ejection of HSO4−
out of PPY film). It is demonstrated that EC/ICP-AES can simultaneously quantify both cationic and anionic species involved
in the PPY redox switching. This is in contrast with EQCM studies that can only detect the net mass change from the two
competing processes. This study shows that EC/ICP-AES is a viable technique for providing accurate information concerning
the doping/dedoping processes without the necessity of removing the polymer-modified electrode from the electrochemical
flow cell. More importantly, the species investigated do not need to be electroactive. It is clear that the comparative study
between the two techniques can be powerful in unraveling relatively complicated redox reactions and ion-transport processes
in conductive polymer films. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction25

Several important physical properties of conduc-26

tive polymer films (e.g. morphology, stability, and27

electrical conductivity) are highly dependent on the28

nature and quantities of ionic dopants inside the film29

matrices [1–9]. It is also known that ion-transport30

processes occurring during both the film formation31

and the redox switching of the polymer film affect32

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.:+1-323-343-2390;
fax: +1-323-343-6490.
E-mail address:fzhou@calstatela.edu (F. Zhou).

the performance of conductive polymer films such as33

polypyrrole (PPY) or polythiophene in their applica-34

tions as sensors, batteries, and electrochromic displays35

[10–15]. A number of techniques have been developed36

to examine various types of conductive polymer films.37

Generally, these techniques can be classified into two38

categories: ex situ and in situ. Examples of some ex39

situ techniques are X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy40

[7,16,17], Rutherford backscattering [18], energy dis-41

persive X-ray spectroscopy [16], and radiotracer mea-42

surements [19]. The in situ methods include, but are43

not limited to, impedance spectroscopy [5,8,17,20,21],44

scanning electrochemical microscopy [22], rotating45

1 0003-2670/01/$ – see front matter © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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ring-disk voltammetry [23,24], probe beam deflec-46

tion [6], ellipsometry [25,26], and electrochemical47

quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) [6,10,27–37].48

While in situ methods undoubtedly provide more49

accurate information because ambiguities associated50

with transfer of films from the cell to the measur-51

ing devices are eliminated, they either are limited52

to the studies of electroactive dopants (e.g. rotating53

ring-disk voltammetry and scanning electrochemical54

microscopy) or do not provide quantitative informa-55

tion about the species of interest (e.g. ellipsometry,56

probe beam deflection, impedance spectroscopy, and57

EQCM). Traditionally, elemental analysis techniques58

have been impossible to use in situ (e.g. XPS) or59

less commonly used on-line (atomic spectroscopic60

techniques or mass spectrometry) with electrochem-61

istry. Thus far, the most popular in situ method is62

still EQCM despite some of its intrinsic limitations63

[38–40]. The popularity of EQCM stems from its64

simplicity, sensitivity, and capability of studying both65

charge transfer and ion transfer processes. With the66

aid of information from other techniques and under67

favorable conditions, semi-quantitative measurements68

can be carried out [6,26,27,41,42].69

Electrochemistry combined on-line with molecular70

mass spectrometry has been shown to be a useful71

technique to study electrode reactions [43–49]. Elec-72

trochemistry coupled with atomic mass spectrometry73

(e.g. inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry74

(ICP-MS) [50–54], on the other hand, has primar-75

ily focused on the utilization of preconcentration76

for enhanced detection [52,53] and/or elimination of77

interfering species using the matrix-exchange pro-78

cedure inherent in electrochemical stripping analy-79

sis [50,52,54]. To our knowledge, the only attempt80

that dealt with conductive polymers using electro-81

chemistry combined on-line with molecular mass82

spectrometry (EC/MS) was the detection of perme-83

able gaseous species through PPY films [55]. In84

that particular study, the experiments were qual-85

itative, gearing towards proof of concept. A re-86

cent paper by Deng and Van Berkel demonstrated87

that electrochemical electrospray mass spectrom-88

etry can be used to study the initial oligomer-89

ization/polymerization of aniline monomer [43].90

Thus far, electrochemistry used in conjunction91

with atomic mass spectrometry (e.g. ICP-MS) or92

ICP-atomic emission spectrometry (EC/ICP-AES)93

has not been shown for quantification of ionic94

dopants. 95

In this work, we applied EC/ICP-AES to the quan-96

tification of ionic dopants incorporated into PPY films.97

Particular emphasis is placed on the quantification of98

electroinactive species (which is not amenable to con-99

ventional voltammetric techniques) and on the study100

of cases that cannot be quantitatively examined by101

EQCM. We also show that EC/ICP-AES, when used102

in tandem with EQCM, can reveal new perspectives103

about the redox and ion-transport processes of the con-104

ductive PPY films. 105

2. Experimental 106

2.1. Reagents and chemicals 107

H2SO4 (95.8%) and pyrrole (Aldrich Chemicals,108

Milwaukee, WI) and Na2SO4 (Fisher Chemicals, Fair109

Lawn, NJ) were used as received. Hydrochloric acid110

used for preparing the carrier and sample solutions111

were double distilled from Vycor (GFS Chemicals,112

Powell, OH). All the solutions were prepared with113

deionized water (Millipore Corp.). 114

2.2. Instruments 115

A sequential, axially-viewed ICP-atomic emis-116

sion spectrometer (Spectro Analytical Instruments,117

Fitchburg, MA) was used for sensitive detection118

of analytes of interest. A Microneb 2000 solvent119

delivery/flow-injection device, consisting of a gas120

displacement pump and a controller for the six-port121

rotary valve (Fig. 1a), and a model M2 microcon-122

centric nebulizer were all from CETAC Inc. (Om-123

aha, NE) and used as the sample introduction sys-124

tem. Throughout this work, 0.10 ml/min was cho-125

sen as the flow rate. The instrument used to moni-126

tor PPY growth in the chronopotentiometric QCM127

mode and to study the subsequent ion-transport128

processes using the potentiodynamic QCM mode129

was a CHI 440 galvanostat/potentiostat (CH Instru-130

ments). 131

2.3. Electrodes and cells 132

The QCM crystals used were AT-cut 7.995 MHz133

crystals that were coated with polished gold films134
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Fig. 1. (a) Valve configuration and flow system for introducing electrolyte solutions and for directing the plug of the ejected ions to
the ICP-AES. The dotted lines show the valve configuration for introducing electrolyte solutions while the solid curves show that for
delivering ejected dopants to the ICP-AES. (b) Schematic representation of the electrochemical flow cell for the EC/ICP-AES experiments.
The darkened areas are the three electrodes and the shaded areas represent the Teflon gaskets. The gasket on the left had two small holes
matching that on the Pt foil (auxiliary electrode) and the solution inlet and outlet, while the gasket on the right is a commercial gasket
which has a diamond-shaped cavity.

(5 mm in diameter, ICM Technologies, Oklahoma135

City, OK). The crystal was mounted with O-rings136

on both sides into a cylindrical Teflon cell (CH137

Instruments, Austin, Texas) which also houses a138

Pt auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference139

electrode. The area of the gold film disk was140

0.212 cm2 (QCM active area) and the portion of141

the stem of the keyhole that was exposed to solu-142

tion constituted another 0.048 cm2 (total conductive143

area= 0.26 cm2).144

The flow cell used for the EC/ICP-AES experiment145

was schematically shown in Fig. 1b. This design is146

similar to that used in [53] except that the PEEK cell147

body was part of a CHI130 thin-layer flow cell (CH148

Instruments). For this work, there are two additional149

changes. First, the Pt foil (25mm thick, Aldrich),150

instead of being glued onto the cell body [53], was151

sandwiched between two Teflon gaskets. The Pt foil152

and the Teflon gasket behind it both have holes that153

match the inlet and outlet on the PEEK cell body.154

The other Teflon gasket separating the cell body and155

the working electrode was acquired from Bioanalyt-156

ical Systems Inc. (BAS, West Lafayette, IN). The157

second change was that the reference electrode, a158

homemade PEEK screw-fitting embedding a 0.5 mm159

diameter Ag wire (Alfa-Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), was160

positioned upstream of the cell facing the inlet hole161

perpendicularly. With these two changes, replacing162

and cleaning of the counter electrode become easier163

(since the Pt foil was not permanently affixed onto164

the cell) and it is a tighter fit for applications in165

which higher backpressure exists downstream of the166

cell. 167

In order to have a consistent comparison with the168

EQCM experiments, the working electrode employed169

was a 6 mm diameter gold disk electrode (BAS Inc.).170

The total area, 0.28 cm2, is very close to that of 171

the gold film on the QCM crystals. Nevertheless,172

in order to make one-to-one comparison between173

EQCM and EC/ICP-AES, a correction factor of174

0.26/0.28 was used when EC/ICP-AES results were175

interpreted. 176
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2.4. Procedure177

2.4.1. Electrode pretreatments178

The gold films on the QCM crystals were cleaned179

with a piranha solution (30% H2O2 and 70% concen-180

trated H2SO4). The gold disk electrode for the elec-181

trochemical flow cell was polished with diamond and182

alumina pastes down to 0.3mm, followed by rins-183

ing with and sonicating for 15 s in deionized wa-184

ter. Prior to screwing the reference electrode into the185

PEEK cell body, the Ag disk electrode was coated186

with a layer of AgCl using the coating solution (BAS187

Inc.).188

2.4.2. Polypyrrole film formation189

The PPY film doped with HSO4− was prepared190

in a 58 mM PY/0.5 M H2SO4 solution. Films at191

the both the gold disk electrode for EC/ICP-AES192

and the gold-coated QCM crystal were produced193

using the chronopotentiometric QCM mode using194

the same number of charges. At the QCM crys-195

tals, the charge for forming the PPY films was196

0.0147 C and the amount of PPY–HSO4
− de-197

posited was about 5.1mg. The average frequency198

decrease (ca. 3800 Hz) corresponds to the formation199

of films whose thickness is approximately 0.3mm200

[32]. PPY films with such a thickness are gener-201

ally considered to behave as rigid films [6]. Since202

the areas of the QCM crystal and the Au elec-203

trode for the EC/ICP-AES experiment are of similar204

size, the quantities of PPY per unit area should be205

close with the same current density and deposition206

time.207

2.4.3. EQCM measurements208

PPY films doped with different ions were trans-209

ferred to a 0.1 M HCl solution. Multiple potential cy-210

cles were then conducted between PPY oxidized and211

reduced states. The number of potential cycles was212

chosen based on the nature of the film and the ions in-213

volved [20,56]. We cycled the electrode potential un-214

til there was little frequency hysteresis between the215

first and the last potential cycles. When such a “steady216

state” had been reached, the original cations or anions217

were ejected out of the film into the HCl solution and218

the charge compensation was achieved with the more219

abundant and favorable Cl− and/or H+ [18,31,57] in220

the solution.221

2.4.4. EC/ICP-AES measurements 222

The complete ejection of dopants such as HSO4
− 223

can be achieved by extensive potential cycling in a224

HCl solution because (1) both H+ and Cl− are mobile 225

and can replace dopants quite rapidly [18,31,57] and226

(2) redox switching expedites the expulsion of ions.227

Specifically, the PPY film-covered electrode contain-228

ing dopants was mounted onto the flow cell that is229

connected to the six-port rotary valve (Fig. 1a). About230

50ml of HCl solution was then introduced into the231

cell with a syringe pump to ensure that the entire232

flow system was filled with solution. The pump was233

then stopped and the potential was cycled to eject the234

dopants into the quiescent solution confined within235

the cavity of the gasket (Fig. 1b). The combined vol-236

ume downstream of the working electrode (includ-237

ing the volume of the gasket, the tubing connect-238

ing the cell to the valve, and the tubing connect-239

ing the valve to the ICP nebulizer) is about 16ml. 240

Upon switching the rotary valve to the inject position,241

ejected dopants were detected by the ICP-AES down-242

stream of the flow cell (see Fig. 2). In experiments243

where PPY films were subject to partial exchange with244

ions in an electrolyte solution prior to switching to245

the HCl solution, introduction of the electrolyte so-246

lution and the subsequent washing of the cell sys-247

tem were carried out with syringes containing differ-248

ent electrolyte solutions without dismantling the flow249

cell. 250

Amounts of dopants were quantified using calibra-251

tion curves constructed from separate flow-injection252

analyses of a series of standard solutions. Five stan-253

dard solutions ranging from 1 to 150 ppm in 0.1 M254

HCl were injected through a 20ml loop and the peaks255

were integrated to produce the calibration curves. 256

3. Results and discussion 257

3.1. Principle of and instrumental set-up for 258

EC/ICP-AES 259

The principle of EC/ICP-AES for the quantification260

of dopant ions ejected from PPY films is illustrated in261

Fig. 2, using ejection of HSO4− into a HCl solution 262

as an example. In step 1, HSO4
−, the primary species263

dissociated from the 0.5 M H2SO4/PY mixture, was 264

incorporated into the oxidized PPY film during the265
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Fig. 2. Principle behind quantification of ions in PPY films by EC/ICP-AES, using HSO4
− ejection into the HCl carrier solution as an

example. In step 1, the PPY formation brings the counteranion HSO4
− into the film, and in step 2, the counteranion will be ejected

upon film reduction (neutralization). The Cl− anions in the HCl solution can be exchanged with the HSO4
− during the potential cycling

experiments and eventually become the main dopant (indicated by the double arrow). At the completion of step 2, the cell content is
diverted to the ICP-AES for subsequent analysis.

film formation as shown in the following reaction:266267

nPY + m(HSO4
−) − (y + z)e−

268

→ PPYy+(HSO4
−)m + zH+ (step 1)269

The number of charges consumed includes the charge270

needed for adding PY units to the polymer (z) and that271

needed to partially charge the PPY film (y). The loss272

of protons and the incorporation of HSO4
− help main-273

tain the overall film neutrality. In step 2, the PPY film274

was cycled potentiodynamically in a HCl solution. The275

PPY reduction causes the HSO4
− to be ejected, as276

shown in the following reaction, while the film reox-277

idation (not shown in Fig. 2) would lead to the incor-278

poration of the more abundant Cl− from the solution279280

PPYy+(HSO4
−) + xe−

281

→ PPY(y−x)+ + xHSO4
− (step 2)282

The partial loss of HSO4− will occur in each reduction283

and through multiple potential cycles the HSO4
− will284

all be replaced by Cl−. In this work, we terminated the285

potential cycles at the PPY reduced state so that any286

possible reincorporation of ions from solutions would287

not take place. After the dopant(s) of interest had been288

completely ejected, the valve (Fig. 1a) was switched289

to the inject position. The carrier solution from the290

gas displacement pump then delivers the cell content291

to the ICP-AES for quantification (Fig. 2). 292

3.2. Comparison between EC/ICP-AES and EQCM293

Before discussing the experimental results, it294

is helpful to make a general comparison between295

EC/ICP-AES and EQCM for studies of ion-transport296

processes in conducting polymer films. The utiliza-297

tion of EQCM for studying redox switching and the298

accompanying dopant fluxes has been reviewed [39].299

The quantitative aspect of EQCM is based on the300

Sauerbrey equation whose validity is highly depen-301

dent on various experimental factors [38–40]. These302

factors include the viscoelastic effect associated with303

the film swelling/deswelling [28,38,39], conductiv-304

ity variation [58], and thickness and porosity of the305

films [6,28,38,55,59]. Another major disadvantage306

of EQCM is that it is not species-specific since only307

mass change at the electrode surface is measured.308

Finally, quantitative measurements and data interpre-309

tation might be difficult because of hydration of ions310

and competing processes that cause both mass gain311

and loss. Nevertheless, EQCM has been shown to312
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provide valuable information about the electropoly-313

merization processes (e.g. current efficiency and314

quantities of polymer and dopants deposited onto the315

electrode surface [26]) and to offer mechanistic in-316

sight into ion-transport processes within the polymer317

framework [35,39].318

EC/ICP-AES can overcome some of the problems.319

ICP-AES is quantitative and selective. Owing to the320

high temperature of the plasma, all species are desol-321

vated. Moreover, the detection is not electrochemically322

based. Therefore, certain processes occurring at the323

electrode surface that are detrimental to voltammet-324

ric measurements (e.g. film morphological and phase325

changes and charging current) will not interfere. In ad-326

dition, simultaneous determination of multiple dopant327

ions, electroactive and/or electroinactive, is possible.328

However, EC/ICP-AES has certain limitations as well.329

Despite the fact that EC/ICP-AES allows quantifica-330

tion of species on-line, the results do not reflect cer-331

tain important aspects of ion-transport (e.g. solvation332

of ions). In addition, the ICP-AES sample introduction333

system cannot tolerate high concentrations of some334

electrolytes (e.g. 0.17 M Na2SO4) for an extended335

measuring time. As a result, a solution more suitable336

for ICP-AES operation (e.g. HCl or HNO3) is pre-337

ferred.338

3.3. Calculation of amount of dopants incorporated339

into the pristine PPY films340

In the electrodeposition of the PPY film with341

HSO4
− as the dopant, we observed similar chronopo-342

tentiometric response and the mass–time behavior343

(not shown) to that reported by other researchers344

[10,26,31,33]. The experimental ratio between the345

mass change detected and the total charge consumed346

(1m/1Q) in the PPY deposition was found to be347

0.35mg/C.348

Baker and Reynolds [32] and Torresi and co-workers349

[33] derived and used1m/1Q in attempt to relate350

the mass of the PPY–dopant mixture to the summa-351

tion of charges for adding one PY unit (two electrons352

required) to the PPY backbone and that for partially353

charging the PPY film. The number of charges used354

to partially oxidize the PPY film,n, has been re-355

ported to range from 0.2 to 0.5 electrons per PY356

[1,2,32,33,59–61]. The value of 0.33 is the most com-357

monly used and the theoretical1m/1Q for n = 0.33358

would be 0.43mg/C based on the following equation359

[33]: 360361

1m

1Q
= 3(MWPY + (1/3)MW(HSO4

−) − 2AWH+)

7F 362

(1) 363

where MWPY is the molecular weight of PY (67),364

MW(HSO4
−) the molecular weight of HSO4− (97), 365

AWH+ the atomic weight of proton (1), andF is the 366

Faraday’s constant (96,490 C/mol). Our experimen-367

tally measured1m/1Q (0.35mg/C) is smaller than the368

theoretical predication, suggesting that the electrolytic369

efficiency is less than 100%. This observation is sim-370

ilar to that reported to by other researchers [32,33].371

The quantity of HSO4− can thus be calculated based372

on the total mass of the PPY–HSO4
− deposit and the 373

fraction of the HSO4− in the total deposit. According374

to the above equation, the fraction should be 375376

(1/3)MW(HSO4
−)

[MW PY + (1/3)MW(HSO4
−) − 2AWH+ 377

×100%= 33% (2) 378

Therefore, there will be about 1.68mg of HSO4
− in 379

a 5.10mg of PPY–HSO4− film. The actual amount of380

HSO4
− should be less than the calculated value since381

the composite film is hydrated. 382

3.4. Detection and quantification of different ions 383

ejected from PPY films 384

3.4.1. HSO4−-doped PPY films 385

To validate the methodology for quantification of386

ionic dopants in PPY films using EC/ICP-AES, we387

first chose HSO4− ejection from a reduced PPY film388

into a Cl−-containing solution as the model system.389

The choice of this system is based on the following two390

considerations: (1) HSO4− is a less favorable anion391

than Cl− [18,31,57,64]. Therefore, Cl− can replace 392

HSO4
− rapidly, especially during the redox switching393

processes, and (2) HCl is a suitable solvent system394

for introducing samples into ICP-AES and does not395

produce any background signal for sulfur. 396

Fig. 3a and b depict selected cyclic voltammo-397

grams (CVs) of a HSO4−-doped PPY film during 398

multiple potential cycles in a 0.1 M HCl solution and399

the concurrent mass changes, respectively. In the first400

cycle (solid line curve), the PPY begins to undergo401
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Fig. 3. (a) Cyclic voltammograms showing the redox switching of a PPY–HSO4
− film in a 0.1 M HCl solution and (b) the corresponding

mass changes associated with the ion movements. The scan rate used was 0.1 V/s. For clarity, only the first (solid line curves), the 20th
(curves with filled circles) and the 40th (dotted line curves) potential cycles are shown. Arrows indicate the scan directions. (c) Cyclic
voltammograms (solid line curve for the first cycle and dotted line curve for the 40th cycle) obtained from the electrochemical flow cell and
(d) the corresponding time-resolved ICP-AES response showing the elution of the HSO4

− (curve numbered with 1). The curve numbered
with 2 shows the ICP-AES responses after each of the two separate sets of 20.5 cycles (corresponding voltammograms not shown).

reduction at ca. 0.45 V. The mass loss (solid line curve402

in Fig. 3b) is indicative of the HSO4− dedoping for403

maintaining the PPY film neutrality. During the reox-404

idation (reversal scan), the PPY becomes positively405

charged and the charge-balance is achieved through406

the incorporation of the more abundant Cl− from the407

solution. Note that there was a net mass gain at the408

end of each cycle. The mass increase can be ascribed409

to the more extensive solvation of Cl− [62]. The ob-410

servation that the second and later cycles (e.g. the411

20th cycle shown as the curve with filled circles in412

Fig. 3b) caused smaller mass changes suggests that a413

large fraction of HSO4− had been ejected in the first414

cycle. But the ejection of HSO4− in one potential415

cycle is not complete as it generally takes more than416

30–40 cycles to reach the “steady state” to attain a417

somewhat constant mass change. At the steady state,418

the Cl− doping/dedoping becomes the predominant419

process. The possible inclusion of H+ during the film 420

reduction might not be very important as mass loss421

during the film reduction was observed throughout422

the entire potential cycling experiment. This suggests423

that HSO4
− ejection is a slow process and multiple424

potential cycling between the oxidized and reduced425

states of PPY is deemed necessary if quantification426

of the total HSO4− is desired. Since not all the427

HSO4
− has been ejected during the forward scan of428

the first cycle and incorporation of Cl− in the sub- 429

sequent scan reversal brings more water molecules430

into the film, it is apparent that mass changes in431

Fig. 3b are not useful for deducing the total amount432

of HSO4
−. 433
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Table 1
Amounts of individual dopants (inmg) determined with EC/ICP-AES and total amounts of dopants measured with EQCM for the two
cases examined in this worka

Species (mg) Cases examined

HSO4
−-doped PPY film (case a) Na+- and HSO4

−-doped PPY (case b)

EC/ICP-AESb EQCMb EC/ICP-AES EQCM

HSO4
− 0.969± 0.087 0.33± 0.02, 0.21c ± 0.01 0.397± 0.052 –

Na+ – – 0.103± 0.031 –
Total 0.969± 0.087 0.33± 0.02, 0.21c ± 0.01 0.500± 0.061 1.98± 0.61
From other treatments 1.68d (HSO4

−) If only HSO4
− in the original film were ejected,

the amount would be 1.68mgd. If only Na+ were
incorporated, the amount would be 0.19mge

a Each number was computed as the average of at least five replicates and the R.S.D. (%) was used as the uncertainty.
b Techniques used.
c Estimated from the charges consumed during the initial reduction of PPY–HSO4

− film in 0.1 M HCl (Fig. 3a).
d Calculated using the values from chronopotentiometric QCM and Eq. (2). Hydration of the film/HSO4

−, which causes the calculated
HSO4

− mass to be larger than the actual value, was not excluded from the calculation.
e Calculated using the average charges consumed in the reduction of PPY in the Na2SO4 solution (Fig. 4a).

Our EC/ICP-AES experiment provides a more reli-434

able means to measure the amount of HSO4
− in the435

PPY film. Shown in Fig. 3c and d are some represen-436

tative CVs of PPY obtained from a 0.1 M HCl solu-437

tion in the flow cell and the time-resolved ICP-AES438

response for HSO4− (monitored as sulfur), respec-439

tively. CVs in Fig. 3c are similar to that in Fig. 3a.440

The peak of curve 1 in Fig. 3d corresponds to the elu-441

tion of the ejected HSO4− after 40.5 potential cycles.442

The amount of HSO4− upon cycling potentials for an443

additional 40.5 segments was not observable. We also444

carried out an experiment in which two separate sets445

of 20.5 cycles were applied consecutively while set-446

ting the ICP-AES to monitor the elutions of the cell447

contents. The data was presented as curve 2. We ob-448

served a smaller peak after the second set of 20.5 cy-449

cles (peak II in curve 2). Peak II is about 8–10% of450

peak I in curve 2. Therefore, we conclude that ejection451

of HSO4
− from the film is indeed a sluggish process452

and extensive potential cycling (40.5 cycles or more) is453

necessary for quantitative ejection of the total HSO4
−.454

Such a conclusion is in line with the EQCM observa-455

tions. The average value of HSO4
− determined from456

five replicates and its uncertainty are listed in Table 1457

for case (a).458

As can be seen in Table 1, the value measured459

(0.969mg), is in reasonable agreement with that pre-460

dicted from the calculation based on the PPY–HSO4
−461

mass (1.68mg), given the fact that the total mass of462

the PPY–HSO4− composite should be less because463

of the water incorporation in the polymer film. Thus,464

the closeness between the value deduced from the465

EC/ICP-AES experiment and that calculated based466

on numbers acquired from the chronopotentiometric467

QCM experiment demonstrates that EC/ICP-AES is468

a reliable technique for quantifying the replaceable469

dopant ions in conductive polymer films. This also470

indicates that most of the HSO4
− in the pristine 471

PPY–HSO4
− film has been replaced by Cl− through 472

extensive cycling. 473

3.4.2. PPY films containing Na+ and SO4
2− 474

Once the EC/ICP-AES methodology has been es-475

tablished, we extended it to the study of competitive476

or simultaneous cation insertion (mass increase) and477

anion ejection (mass decrease), a case that is difficult478

for EQCM. In dealing with such systems, EQCM is a479

semi-quantitative technique at best and care must be480

exercised in interpreting the observed mass changes481

[38–40]. The specific case we chose is concerned with482

Na+ insertion into and HSO4− ejection out of re- 483

duced PPY films. Fig. 4a and b shows a CV and484

the corresponding mass–potential curve acquired at a485

PPY film in a monomer-free Na2SO4 solution, respec- 486

tively. This is a non-steady state behavior since CVs487

and mass changes in later potential cycles (data not488

shown, but are consistent with that in [33]) are quite489

different. As can be seen during the forward scan,490
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Fig. 4. (a) Cyclic voltammogram during redox switching of a PPY–HSO4
− film in a 0.17 M Na2SO4 solution and (b) the mass–potential

relationship. (c) Cyclic voltammograms of the resultant Na+- and HSO4
−-doped PPY film in a 0.1 M HCl solution and (d) the corresponding

mass changes. For clarity, only the first (solid line curves), 20th (curves with filled circles) and the 40th (dotted line curves) cycles are
shown. In all the experiments, the scan rate used was 0.1 V/s. Arrows indicate the scan directions. Parts (e) and (f) are ICP-AES responses
to the elutions of Na+ and HSO4

− (detected as S), respectively. The responses were recorded after 40 potential cycles had been carried
out. The voltammograms for obtaining the ICP-AES responses were similar to that shown in part c.

there was a mass increase of 3.9mg at ca.−0.38 V,491

followed by an abrupt mass decrease of 1.9mg af-492

ter –0.45 V. In this case, charge-balance in the re-493

duced PPY–HSO4− film is fulfilled by concerted in-494

corporation of Na+ and ejection of HSO4−, a process495

that was proposed by Torresi and co-workers [33]. In496

the papers published by these researchers, however,497

quantitative information was not obtainable due to the498

complexity associated with the competitive cation in-499

sertion and anion ejection. Owing to such an uncer-500

tainty, most papers on the PPY doping/dedoping pro-501

cesses deal with the steady state (equilibrium) situa-502

tion which is simpler to the interpretation of EQCM503

results. Fig. 4b suggests that the HSO4
− ejection, 504

though slow, could become pronounced at a more505

negative potential. In addition, extensive hydration of506

Na+ [62] and possible viscoelastic effects [38–40] re-507

sulted from the film redox switching could have in-508

troduced ambiguities since mass increase in Fig. 4b509

is greater than the value expected for charge-balance.510
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This assessment is made based on the following rea-511

soning.512

To deduce the maximum amount of Na+ that needs513

to be inserted for charge-balance, one can assume514

that all the PPY moieties in the film were reduced515

and little HSO4
− was ejected. As mentioned in con-516

nection with the discussion of case (a), the amount517

of HSO4
− in the pristine PPY–HSO4− was 1.16mg.518

Therefore, the stoichiometric amount of Na+ should519

be 0.275mg of Na+. Actually, the abrupt mass de-520

crease in Fig. 4b indicates that a fraction of the HSO4
−521

had been ejected. This implies that quantity of Na+522

necessary for charge-balance should be even smaller523

than 0.275mg.524

Before we utilized EC/ICP-AES for the quantifi-525

cation of both Na+ and SO4
2−, we first conducted a526

potential cycling experiment in a 0.1 M HCl solution.527

Specifically, the PPY–HSO4− film was first reduced in528

the Na2SO4 solution by terminating the potential scan529

at the negative potential limit (−0.75 V). This step was530

followed by thoroughly rinsing the resultant Na+- and531

HSO4
−-doped PPY film with water and transferring532

it to a 0.1 M HCl solution. The selected CV and QCM533

responses in the HCl medium are shown in Fig. 4c and534

d, respectively. In Fig. 4d, oxidation of the PPY film535

caused a mass decrease at ca. 0.20 V. This decrease536

continued throughout most of the reversal scan (from537

0.5 to ca. –0.25 V). Therefore, it seems that reoxida-538

tion of the Na+- and HSO4
−-doped PPY film resulted539

in a major loss of Na+ and a follow-up loss of HSO4−540

during the scan reversal.541

Our EC/ICP-AES experiment provides an attrac-542

tive route for quantifying unequivocally the individual543

dopant ions. Shown in Fig. 4e and f are the simultane-544

ously acquired time-resolved ICP-AES responses of545

the Na+ and HSO4
− (as sulfur) ejected after multiple546

cycles in a 0.1 M HCl solution. The average values of547

Na+ and HSO4
− from five replicates for the original548

5.1mg PPY–HSO4− film were therefore determined549

to be 0.103 and 0.397mg, respectively. The R.S.D. (%)550

values (13% for Na+ and 15% for HSO4−) again sug-551

gest that the EC/ICP-AES measurements are precise.552

We believe that part of these variations stems from the553

variability in the reductions of different PPY films in554

the Na2SO4 solution. The R.S.D. (%) associated with555

the areas of reduction peaks such as that in Fig. 4a is556

11%. The more the charges consumed in the PPY re-557

duction (i.e. larger reduction peak area in Fig. 4a), the558

higher the quantities of Na+ and HSO4
− measured. 559

This is expected since when more PPY units are re-560

duced in Na2SO4, more Na+ will be incorporated and 561

more HSO4
− will be ejected. 562

Finally, it is worth mentioning two interesting563

points. First, in Table 1, compared to the amount of564

HSO4
− measured in case (a), the amount of HSO4

− 565

quantified from the Na+- and HSO4
−-doped PPY 566

film is smaller. Such a comparison indicates that567

an appreciable amount of the original HSO4
− has 568

departed the PPY film upon one potential scan to569

reduce PPY. The mass of HSO4
− ejected should be570

the difference between the two values listed under571

the two cases (i.e. 0.969− 0.397= 0.572mg). There- 572

fore, about 59% of the original HSO4− has been 573

ejected in one potential scan in the Na2SO4 solu- 574

tion. Second, the ratio between the average mole of575

Na+ (0.103mg/AW(Na+) = 4.47 and that of HSO4− 576

(0.397mg/MW(HSO4
−) = 4.09 nmol) is 1.09. This 577

suggests that the amount of Na+ inserted is stoi- 578

chiometrically equivalent to the remaining HSO4
−. 579

This can happen only when the PPY film is com-580

pletely reduced. Therefore, it is obvious that the581

PPY reduction is rapid and the HSO4
− departure 582

is the rate-determining step. Since these additional583

points and those aforementioned observations are584

in line with general descriptions about PPY film585

redox switching in Na+-containing electrolyte solu-586

tions [8,28,33,56,60], the viability of EC/ICP-AES587

for quantification of dopants in conductive polymer588

films is therefore consolidated. This also demon-589

strates that results extrapolated from EC/ICP-AES590

and EQCM can be highly complementary and can591

shed insight to the elucidation of the redox reac-592

tion of and ion-transport processes within conductive593

polymer films. 594

4. Conclusions 595

This work showed that EC/ICP-AES and EQCM596

are complementary to one another for the identi-597

fication and quantification of ions inserted into or598

ejected from conducting PPY films during the film599

redox switching. While EQCM is simple and fast600

and can provide in situ information about the domi-601

nating mass transfer process during a redox reaction,602

it is not species-specific and only total mass change603
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can be deduced. EC/ICP-AES, on the other hand,604

can provide unequivocal identification and accurate605

quantification of dopant ions involved during PPY606

deposition and redox-state alteration. We showed607

that EC/ICP-AES is a powerful hyphenated tech-608

nique suitable for quantification of single or multiple609

species. A major advantage of this combination is610

that removal of the PPY-modified electrode from the611

electrochemical cell for elemental analysis of the film612

is avoided. Therefore, uncertainties inherent in cer-613

tain ex situ methods (e.g. XPS) can be circumvented.614

Finally, the elemental analysis capability of ICP-AES615

allows species that are not electroactive to be deter-616

mined, expanding the range of dopant types amenable617

to electrochemically-based methods. However, with-618

out the aid of EQCM, EC/ICP-AES cannot provide a619

comprehensive description of certain processes (e.g.620

amounts of PPY and the extent of hydration would621

not be known). Therefore, the tandem use of EQCM622

and EC/ICP-AES not only provides quantitative de-623

scriptions of each doping/dedoping process, but also624

allows certain complicated cases (e.g. the non-steady625

doping/dedoping of PPY in the present work) to be626

studied. Similar comparative studies should be ap-627

plicable to the studies of other types of conductive628

polymers or redox polymers.629
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